Instalation tips:
Fine adjustment of the antenna ensures the correct propagation of radio signals. Proper installation of the mast, antenna
and cable provide a stable and proper operation of the antenna installation.
Level mast or boom using a bubble leveler.
Assemble the antenna mount as on drawing.
Level mast or boom using a bubble leveler.
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Assemble the antenna mount as on drawing.
Mount antenna on the mast.

The antenna is specially designed to work in such conditions.This

Level the mast or boom, check antenna vertical position.

antenna is designed for installation in WAVE2 and the MU-MIMO

Vent holes should be located at the bottom of the antenna.

multiplexing time-space technologies. The antenna operates in two

Screw the antenna to the mast, leaving slack in the adjustment

frequency bands 2.4 and 5 GHz, offering excellent utilization of the radio

of direction and inclination.

spectrum. Specially designed arrays of radiators with low self

Determine the direction and inclination.

capacitance guarantee correct operation with a high degree of

Finally tighten the mounting screws.

encoding - 256 QAM, which is used in such systems. Low capacitance

Connect cable and insulate antenna connector.

does not introduce blurring of digital signals and help to avoid

Fasten cable to the mast or boom.

appearance of parasitic currents and reflections.

It is worth to note achieved link parameters.
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